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GDPR Made Easier for Multi-Academy Trusts

The Sentry System from GDPR Sentry
A simple, intuitive and powerful system to manage all aspects of data protection
Document your data map and the work-flows for SARs, breaches and DPIAs utilising ICO templates
Provide online training to ensure everyone understands their part in data protection
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EVERY ORGANISATION HAS A UNIQUE GDPR CHALLENGE
Sentry brings your GDPR compliance into one secure system
Data Mapping, SARs, Breaches, DPIA and Training

ONLINE TRAINING

SIMPLE DASHBOARD

EASY WORK-FLOWS

Essential training for every
member of staff. A set of four
videos, followed by a test.

Your data protection system
at a glance. See what’s open
and what’s still to be done.

When you have to record an
incident, just work through the
tabs, then export the ICO form.

Sentry - GDPR Made Easier
Within most Multi-Academy Trusts, the task of managing data protection is often one of
a portfolio of tasks for a single individual. The Sentry system can make the task easier
by introducing a consistent approach across all the schools and the central team. In
addition, the Trust has instant visibility of incidents and progress when they are logged.
With Sentry, you can decide how much of the process to manage centrally and how
much to devolve out to the schools. This means that you can manage GDPR in the way
that works for you.

Sentry - safe and secure
Sentry was designed to make
GDPR compliance easier. It was
also created to be secure.
Your data is hosted on Microsoft
Azure servers in the UK and
your records are isolated from
other customers.
We use Microsoft’s secure
password management system
meaning we never store your
credentials.
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FEATURES THAT MAKE COMPLIANCE EASIER
MODULAR ARCHITECTURE

COMPLIANCE DASHBOARD

You can decide how compliance is
managed across the Trust. Provide
access to the relevant functions for
your schools and you can deal with
the others centrally.

Do you want to know what the
compliance status of your Trust is?
Use the Sentry compliance work-flow
to see how you measure up and
where action may need to be taken.

PROCESS TEMPLATES

SINGLE SIGN-ON

Having problems with your process
mapping? Sentry has built-in process
templates and suppliers to make the
task straightforward and easier to
complete.

Sentry offers full user management
including self service passwords.
You can also use your Microsoft or
Google account. One less password
to remember.

Sentry does much more for you. These features all come as standard.
ICO Templates
;
;
;
;

Where the ICO has set a
format, that’s what you
can produce directly
from Sentry.

Collaborative tasks
Several people can work
together on a task to
ensure that expert input
is used.

Reporting

Alerts and countdowns
1

SARs and breaches are
on the clock. You’ll
know when any task
falls due.

User Management
Five levels of access
means that people can
contribute without risks
to confidentiality.

Full Chronology
Run reports from your
data map to support
SARs and breaches.
Check activity levels.

Create a timeline of
actions you take in
response to SARs and
breaches.

Customised set-up
If you need something
that’s not already in the
templates, it’s easy to
create.

Multi-Legislation
You can use Sentry to
deal with Freedom of
Information requests
and others.

Technical Helpdesk
Got a problem, call or
email the technical
helpdesk. Support
included in the price.

Try Sentry for Free - visit gdprsentry.com
e: info@gdprsentry.com | t: 0113 804 2035
Sentry for Multi-Academy Trusts

Some
Customers
Some
of Our
Customers

Multi-Academy Trusts have to deliver stretching targets across many
domains. Financially, the Trust needs to leverage its purchasing
power at the same time as reaching for higher standards in teaching
and learning. Often these objectives are addressed by letting
schools focus on the teaching while the Trust deals with the
administration.
Sentry can be an essential part of this drive for efficiency as well as
helping to protect the public reputation of the Trust and its schools.
A badly managed data protection incident can inhibit your growth
and development plans, in addition to any financial impacts.

Sentry to Protect Your Organisation
If you have a failure in your data protection and a data subject suffers
due to it, the ICO may determine you’re at fault. You may not get fined,
but legal action can be brought directly against the school or Trust.
Sentry gives you the tools to ensure you have:
•Checked your compliance against the ICO’s own checklists

The Consortium Academy Trust
is formed of nine schools across
East Yorkshire. The Trust includes
Primary, Secondary and Sixth
Form settings.
Geographic separation makes the
co-ordination of information about
GDPR compliance and incidents
essential and the Sentry system
makes this task straightforward.

•Provided essential training to all your staff
•Documentation to show how you manage personal data
With Sentry on your side, managing your GDPR responsibilities can
be straightforward.

Havant and South Downs College
have around 7,500 students
across two campuses. Students
range from 14-16 year olds
through to Adult Learners and
include those taking Further and
Higher Education qualifications.

Sentry the Foundations
Qualified GDPR Practitioners

With strong centralisation of the
data protection function, HSDC
have taken advantage of the
modular nature of the Sentry
system to manage essential
functions at the campus level.

Ruler: Our Technology Partner
Premier

RULER

Microsoft
Education
Partner
2016-2017
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Connect With Us

The Sentry system forms an
essential component for HSDC to
demonstrate compliance.
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